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Azure Security Day

Embrace Cloud! Enfold Security!

Microsoft uses a wide variety of physical, infrastructure, and operational controls to help secure
Azure—but sometimes there are additional actions you need to take to help safeguard your workloads
because every organization is different. Let us turn on the Azure Security Center to strengthen your
cloud security posture. Adfolks provides a one-day session, Azure Security Day (ASD) workshop to your
team members for their better understanding of the cloud native security controls for Microsoft Azure.
By the end of the day, AdFolks will assist also the team by providing a preliminary Azure Security
Assessment Report which can be used to audit and fix any potential security compromises we found.
These are the major areas AdFolks will cover as part of the session.

Lorem psum

Urgent Security Challenges
Rapidly changing workloads, increasingly sophisticated
attacks, and short supply of security skills

Azure Security Center
Usage the Strengthen Security Posture tool to
assess the customer’s environment and
establish the status of resources

Security Policy and Compliance
Help the customer identify Shadow IT subscriptions and
amake sure they are covered by the policies set

Continuous Assessments an
Secure Score
Define Network Map, secure score, how to mitigate
security alerts, and how to prioritize security work

Optimize/Improve Security
and Protect Against Threats
Apply secure configuration standards, explain fusion
kill-chain analysis and an attack campaign

Microsoft Defender Advanced
Threat Protection
to detect and respond to security threats

Optimize/Improve Security
and Protect Against Threats
seamless integration between the Security Center and
Azure Resources, Onboarding other cloud resources with
Azure Security Center for compliance monitoring

Are you concern about
the outcome of this
workshop?
You will be benefitted,

Understand the basic security concepts
Review the current security posture of the organization
Compliance Report

A little more from Adfolks’ side - During this one-day workshop Adfolks can help in
reviewing the current security posture of the organization based on ISO 27001, PCI DSS,
SOC TSP and provide the compliance report.

Adfolks is a Microsoft Gold Partner who have strong expertise in Cyber Security, specialized in Azure
Security Toolsets. We also provides off-the-shelf cloud native modern SIEM - security monitoring,
alerting and auto remediation solutions, and demonstrate how organizations and individuals can use
open-source tools to build out modern information security capabilities
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